Your Ref: EN020016
Our Ref: BFC – AFP035
17th February 2016

The Planning Inspector,
3/18 Eagle Wing,
2 The Square,
BRISTOL.
BS1 6PN
Proposed Brechfa Forest Connection

For the attention of Ms Katherine King
Dear Katherine.
We have received today an e-mail from Bruton Knowles (a copy will be forwarded to the
Examining Authority for inclusion at Deadline 5) and we would like to comment as follows:•

Hydrology
There are no proposed poles in the vicinity of the spring in question so pollution is not
an issue but it is affected by the revised temporary access for construction to pole
154. As the ground conditions around the spring is very wet during most of the year
we are extremely concerned that the movement of heavy construction equipment in
this area will disturb the source of the spring and that we will lose the supply
permanently. Today we visited the Private Water Supply Records Department which
are held by Carmarthen County Council and they have no record of this spring on
their system. Therefore, we would like to know where WPD / Bruton Knowles
obtained their information?

•

Access to pole 154
In WPD’s Overview Report published November 2014, Page 36, it shows the
temporary access to pole 154 using another gate and going on the lower side of the
spring and the holding tank, therefore the access would not interfere with the water
supply. We were not made aware by WPD that the temporary access had been
moved and that the revised route would go directly over our water supply until we
received the Accompanied Site Inspection Booklet – Day 1, published November
2015, page 29, on the 1st December 2015. We have no objection to WPD using the
original access route to pole 154 as illustrated in their November 2014 Overview
report.
This again shows the lack of engagement or consultation by WPD and their agents.

•

Wirescape Illustration
With regards to the Wirescape Illustrations received from Bruton Knowles, we would
like to point out that the illustrations are wholly inaccurate We do not look out at

“rolling hills” from our dwelling but we look over the valley towards Llanpumsaint and
this is an open vista landscape without a rolling and hilly background to mask the
presence of the pole which will be prominently silhouetted against the open
background.
The Wirescape Illustration is a poor reflection of how our property will be affected by
this apparatus but we believe we are much vindicated in producing our own
photomontage as both mock-ups clearly illustrate the visual impact of the H Pole
Apparatus [Pole No 153] as viewed from our property and whilst the wirescape
illustration is inaccurate it clearly shows the visual impact is significant. We would be
grateful if the background could be removed to fully reflect the visual impact.
Furthermore, the wirescape illustrations does not take into account the existing 11Kv
lines and poles as viewed from our dwelling. We would request that the 11Kv
apparatus also be plotted so we and the inspector can fully understand the visual
impact of the development on our property in the correct open setting as described
above.
At the Specific Issue Hearing on 11th February 2016 we respectfully requested from
WPD a photoshop/montage image of the proposed pole 153 and 11kv line and how
the proposed development would appear on the skyline and the extent of the
apparatus height left on or above the skyline itself. This has not been provided and is
very important to us.
We believe this is a reasonable request by affected landowners to fully appreciate
and understand the visualise the impact that pole 153 and the existing 11kv
apparatus will have on our property. We did not request a wirescape illustration of the
proposed line. We will give WPD the benefit of the doubt but ask for what we
reasonably requested. This is not unreasonable in context to how close our property
sits to the proposed line.
We are disappointed in what we have been provided with and continues in our
humble opinion the view we have formed through the course of this process that
progress with WPD is painstakingly difficult and frustrating and in the DCO process to
date, WPD have shown very little real concern or interest in our views or thoughts or
opinions. Once again we and other landowners have formed the view that there is a
real lack of effort or substance on the part of WPD to fully engage with landowners to
get the HoT documentation signed subject to a negotiated agreement between the
parties including ourselves.
We have made what we consider to be realistic modifications to the line to minimise
the effect of the line on our property and we look forward we hope to renewed
engagement with WPD and BK to find a mutually acceptable solution that we can all
be happy with. The reduction in the land take requirement is a useful start however
late in the process.
•

Site Visit.
We have requested, on several occasions though Land Agent, Mr Iwan Jones of
BJP, an on-site visit with WPD and their agents so that our concerns can be
discussed and agreed upon face to face.

Yours Sincerely

Avril and Bryan Davies.

